
Can Division Ever Solve Human Problems? 

 

3 Poems by Claire Scott 

 

 

Division   

  

First   

They built a wall from Pole to Pole  

And back again  

Because East and West were at odds  

About something or other.  

It was really something when  

They managed to build over the seas.  

A great human achievement!  

Such potential!  

It was written about in  

All the important magazines.  

  

Then   

North and South   

Built a wall between them  

Because of some imagined slight.  

Something about a hand gesture  

Innocently meant  

But very offensive.  

The talking heads on the TV news  

Had a lot to say about it  

At the time.  

  



Next   

Walls went up along borders  

Here and there  

And everywhere.  

As if the borders themselves  

And all the languages  

And the dialects  

And the religions and  

The religions within religions  

And the currencies  

And the cultures  

And the football teams  

And the musical styles  

Weren’t enough to scream  

“You are different!”  

  

Then   

They split cities in two  

Then four  

Then more  

And more.  

And walls went up  

Along and across  

Burghs and shires,  

Towns and villages.  

A billion anthems were composed.  

A billion flags designed.  

  

Soon   

Walls went up along streets  



And their shadows darkened   

The windows of the houses,  

And grubby children scribbled rude words  

On the serried bricks in chalk  

And scrawled dusty hearts initialled with  

Secret loves   

And arrows through and  

IDT: If destroyed true  

And left their skin and blood  

On the rough surface as  

Knuckles and knees got too close.  

  

Then   

The rooms in the houses  

Got smaller and smaller  

As papered walls proliferated,  

Criss-crossing carpets and tiles  

And cutting across kitchen tables  

And kettling the light and air  

Inside the tyranny of geometry.  

  

And then   

Walls went up  

Around each person  

And through each person  

And inside each person,  

Subdividing cells  

Breaking codes and chains  

Changing states  

Tearing apart invisible bonds  



Ripping molecules, atoms,   

Isotopes, ions  

Riving and cleaving and  

Incising and segmenting  

And slicing  

Closer and closer  

And closer and closer.  

Until everything was   

Nothing. 

 

 

 

 

Recluse 

 

I will not taste 

The creamy sharpness of blue cheese 

Or the tang of freshly picked oranges 

Or the warm, easy sweetness of chocolate 

Or the numbing comfort of merlot 

Or the horror of fish. 

 

I will not feel  

The urgency of baby lips at my breast 

Or the shock of freezing rain on bare flesh 

Or the keen slice of a scalpel 

Or the resistance of your skin  

Beneath my fingers. 

 

I will not smell 



The promise of winter on September’s edge 

Or the pungent stink of sea air 

Or the poisonous vice of hot tar  

Or the meatiness of home-made stew 

Or the scent of the aftershave 

I gave you. 

 

I will not see 

The fast flash of yellow in a hedgerow  

Or the frost furred edges of bay leaves at dawn 

Or the mercury sheen of the sunset river 

Or the shadows thrown by guttering candles 

On Hallowe’en walls. 

 

I will not hear 

The low growl of thunder in the south’s throat 

Or the smacking lips of a garden fire 

Or the misery of funeral bells 

Or the wilderness of Chris Isaak’s voice 

Pulled tight on the air. 

 

I will not know 

The deep bleeding agony of coming 

On the wet grass at midnight 

Or the vacuum of death 

Or the everything of motherhood 

Or hate so strong it burns 

White. 

 

I will not face 



The fear of dying alone 

Or savage thirst in a vast desert 

Or the trauma of the bullet to the heart 

Or the enormity of my smallness. 

 

I will not wonder 

Why. 

 

I will not think  

Of the time left 

Or the chances missed 

Or the depths of the darkness 

Or the wild flights of dreams. 

 

Instead 

I will be  

Untouched 

Pale  

Muted 

Behind these walls. 

 

 

 

Homeland Security 

 

If you could see it  

 

Seething on bar tops and door stops and 

Blotting sunlight from windows and 

Sporing on the fresh fruit in the stores and 



Fouling the flesh beneath fingernails and 

Contaminating hair and skin and 

Invading the wet space between kissing lips and 

Swarming sour in juicy mouths and 

Surging from unmasked throats  

On dry, retching spasms and 

Proliferating on beachfronts and 

At funfairs and 

In nail bars and 

Multiplying in trains and 

Metastasizing in crowds and 

Sliming handshakes and 

Turning laughs into thick clouds of black flies and 

Songs into filthy spewing surges and 

Desecrating crammed pews and cold white altars and  

Silver lipped cups of Precious Blood and 

Spreading like filth on mihrab and bimah and 

Infesting swings and seesaws and spoons and salt shakers and 

Sullying classrooms and cloakrooms and 

Mouldering maggot-like on railings 

 

Replicating 
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If you could see it… 

What kind of wall would you build? 

 


